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No Sleeping!No Sleeping!



A Different ApproachA Different Approach



Oxford’s ApproachOxford’s Approach
What do we value?What do we value?
–– AcademicsAcademics
–– AthleticsAthletics
–– ArtsArts

What students are atWhat students are at--risk of not reaching their risk of not reaching their 
potential?potential?
–– All students!All students!
–– Support diversity of talents, abilities & interests Support diversity of talents, abilities & interests 

What is our focus?What is our focus?
–– Becoming a Model Global SchoolBecoming a Model Global School
–– Preparing our students to live and work Preparing our students to live and work 

successfully in a global world that is changing successfully in a global world that is changing 
24/724/7

Who are our customers?Who are our customers?
–– Oxford students, parents, community members, Oxford students, parents, community members, 

students in other countries, and global partners students in other countries, and global partners 
Where are we trying to compete?Where are we trying to compete?
–– Globally Globally 



Reinventing Your Business ModelReinventing Your Business Model
What do these What do these 
companies have in companies have in 
common?common?
Diamond Diamond -- Rio in 1998Rio in 1998
Best Data Best Data –– CaboCabo in in 
20002000
Apple Apple iPodiPod in 2003in 2003
-- true innovation was to true innovation was to 
make downloading digital make downloading digital 
music easy and music easy and 
convenient.  A convenient.  A 
combination of hardware, combination of hardware, 
software, and service.software, and service.



Even dogs are worried about the economy Even dogs are worried about the economy 
because Alpo is up to $4.00 a can. That's because Alpo is up to $4.00 a can. That's 

almost $28.00 in dog money.almost $28.00 in dog money.



Business ModelBusiness Model

Definition = Consists of four interlocking Definition = Consists of four interlocking 
elements that, taken together, create and elements that, taken together, create and 
deliver value.deliver value.
–– Customer Value PropositionCustomer Value Proposition
–– Profit formulaProfit formula

Both define value for the customer and the Both define value for the customer and the 
companycompany

–– Key resourcesKey resources
–– Key processesKey processes

Both describe how that value will be delivered to Both describe how that value will be delivered to 
both the customer and the companyboth the customer and the company



EvaluationEvaluation
Does the idea or proposed innovation meet a real Does the idea or proposed innovation meet a real 
customer need?customer need?
Does the idea or proposed innovation meet a goal or Does the idea or proposed innovation meet a goal or 
need identified in Oxford’s strategic plan?need identified in Oxford’s strategic plan?
Does the new project leverage Oxford’s core Does the new project leverage Oxford’s core 
competencies or sources of sustainable competitive competencies or sources of sustainable competitive 
advantage?advantage?
Does Oxford have the necessary capabilities?Does Oxford have the necessary capabilities?
Does Oxford have the required skills inDoes Oxford have the required skills in--house?house?
Is the Oxford community and surrounding area ready Is the Oxford community and surrounding area ready 
for the proposed innovation?for the proposed innovation?
Are there already appropriate suppliers and Are there already appropriate suppliers and 
distribution channels?distribution channels?



Technology in the hands of Technology in the hands of 
studentsstudents



Change ActivityChange Activity
Did anyone feel awkward or uneasy?Did anyone feel awkward or uneasy?
People will think first about what they have People will think first about what they have 
to give up when confronted.to give up when confronted.
People will be concerned that they don’t People will be concerned that they don’t 
have enough resources.have enough resources.
People will think they can handle only so People will think they can handle only so 
much change at once.much change at once.
If pressure is taken off, people will revert If pressure is taken off, people will revert 
to old behaviors.to old behaviors.
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Pick Oxford….Your Move!!Pick Oxford….Your Move!!



Questions / CommentsQuestions / Comments


